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MONOCHROME Fiap Golden Medal - Goutam PAL / India
"Shadowy"

We have carried out our 4th international Photography
exhibition award ceremony with the participation of
Photographers, Government protocol and guests.
As Orhan Holding, we always feel concerned by societal
responsibilities as much as by our responsibilities for
shareholdings and employees. We always aim at existing with
sponsorship to art and culture as well as with supports to
education.

COLORED Fiap Golden Medal - Duong Quoc Dinh / Vietnam
"Early in the morning"

Then in 1999, we decided to organize a photography competition
among Orhan Holding employees. We quickly received support
and interest from amateurs and professional photographers
and the internal competition turned to a national and then an
international contest. With the support of the International
Federation of Photographic Art - FIAP - and the Photographic
Arts Federation of Turkey - TFSF - the 4th Orhan Holding
International Photography exhibition has been organized on the
theme of Water.
Three categories were presented :
Monochrome
Colored
Digital
among 1172 shots from 19 countries - such as Ukraine, Russia,
Vietnam, India, etc. and taken by 183 participants.

DIGITAL Fiap Golden Medal - Erol ÖZDAYI / Türkiye
"The salt lake"
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The award winning photos were exhibited on the following
dates : From 23rd December 2008 to 03rd January 2009 at
Tayyare Kültür merkezi and from 19th to 25th January 2009 at
Korupark Shopping center.
We aim at becoming one of the most respected and known
photography competitions in the world.
This year among the jury members; Monochrome prints
section; Ara GÜLER and the American Photographer Ami
VITALE, Necla ORHAN as representative Orhan Holding; Color
prints section: Yusuf TUVÝ, Ýzzet KERÝBAR and our art
consultant Ýlhan ÖZER; Digital print section: Prof. Dr. Ahmet
Öner GEZGÝN, Selda Salman ACAR and Ayþegül ORHAN
DONAT as representative Orhan Holding.

A Gratitude Plaque

The jury members have been very demanding in their decisions
and we are glad and satisfied that they have accepted to
participate.
The award ceremony took place in Teknik oto building of Orhan
Holding on 29 November 2008 Saturday at 03:00 pm

The Uludað University Medicine Faculty of Urology Clinic, which
was built in 2008 with the patronage of Mr. Ýbrahim Orhan and
including all wooden doors, furniture, wall paintings and
electrical services has recently been renewed by Oryapý
company.
This work has allowed the Urology Clinic to become one of the
most comfortable Clinic of Uludað University. On December
2008, in recognition of his valuable contributions to Urology
Clinic, Mr. Ýbrahim Orhan has been given a Gratitude Plaque by
Prof Dr. Mete Cengiz, Rector of Uludað university and Prof Dr.
Bülent Oktay, Urology Clinic Chairman.
Orhan Holding is pleased to act as a model regarding
contributions and providing of more comfortable places to
Clinic staffs and patients.
Þule Kaya Çalýþkan
ORYAPI
Mimar
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Team Cooperation Brings Success

In a cold winter evening Tayfun Saydut welcomed us in front of
his double-decker house with garden making us feel the
tranquility and warmth of the place. Everyone in the house
from the grandmother -the oldest person- to the grandchild the youngest one- greeted us with sincerity as if we were
friends who have not seen each other for years.
Before talking with Tayfun Saydut in his home, we wanted to get
pre-information about him from his company in order to
determine the main line of the interview subject. His company
told us that " Tayfun Saydut is the one who has been working
for them for 18 years and who became an older brother for his
company. You will feel and see what we mean when you will
go to his home." We understood that these words about
Tayfun Saydut were exactly true, when we started the
interview.

successfull man" is a classic word, we are sure to use it does
apply for Saydut Family too. In Saydut's Family his wife
managse everything in the house. She does her best for her
daughter in primary school and her son in Vacational High
School so that they can success in their education life. When we
asked her What Tayfun Saydut is like in his personal life, She
answered " he has always been faithful to us ". And she added
"Our son is playing as a goalkeeper in Mako Football team and
has trainings several times a week. After work, Tayfun takes
his son for his football trainings, he waits there until it is
finishde and then they come back home together. Not
carrying his business problems into our house is the most
important thing he does. We have never heard anything
related to his work."
We have asked Tayfun " what he likes doing except work and
personal life." He said he likes going shooting. He is away
from stress while walking in the nature and he relaxes. Tayfun
Saydut's success at work and in his family seems to encourage
everyone. He emphasizes that success comes with the team
cooperation. Although he is modest, He and his success are
models for everyone. Then we lastly asked him "if he had
something to add and say to teens " He said " Always be
permanent and stable and remain in team cooperation" . We
would like to thank Tayfun Saydut and his family for their
hospitality during the time we have been there.

We Have Watched "Düdüklüde Kýymalý
Bamya" Play In Which Our Friend Serpil
Soykan Performs

"In 1991 as I was working in a textile company, I have been
asked by the administrators of Aunde Teknik to join their
Company. Being appreciated is a pleasure for me, I was proud
and delighted. After the conversation, I immediately started
to work for Aunde Teknik. It was the year I started and for 18
years I have been working without being once on the sick list."
declared Tayfun Saydut.
We asked him if " Working for 18 years with self-denial in the
same company is something everyone can do." He defined the
dependance to his work and said " According to me Aunde
Teknik is like a leader football team which is playing in Super
League and I am happy to be a member of this team." Expert
Tayfun Saydut who has been trained by his company is
improving with it and usse his experience in his work. Not only
has Tayfun Saydut great success in his work, but he also brings
profit for his company with his suggestions .
We could see the dicipline and stableness in his family like he
shows in his work. Although "there is a woman behind every

The play named "DÜDÜKLÜDE KIYMALI BAMYA", in which
Yýldýrým municipality Adile Naþit scenics amateur Thespians
and our friend Serpil perform , has been presented on Sunday 1
March 2009 in Barýþ Manço Culture Center. It addresses
women in the name of World Women day. The first scenery
offers to the audience an enjoyable time whilst the second one
is rather serio comic. The play attracted the whole district of
Yýldýrým. All the amateurs of the Theathre group and our friend
Serpil who have performed in this play have been congratulated
for their success and efforts. The play named "DÜDÜKLÜDE
KIYMALI BAMYA" will be presented from 22 March 2009 to 10
May 2009 in Barýþ Manço Culture Center.
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We Have Carried Out The 'FireEarthquake General Information and
Team Members Training' In Our Cover
Plant

Award Ceremony

A general fire-earthquake training has been given to all cover
plant workers by NOSAB Fire Authority. We as Aunde Teknik,
manage to keep update the knowledge of our employees to
prevent fire and effects of any earthquake by the annual
trainings in our plant.

Cover Plant
Our employees who have been working below PPM rate and
forming models of parts for the periods from January- to
March and from April to June have been awarded.

During the training given by NOSAB Fire Authority, all our team
members are informed in details about how to use the
necessary equipments to fight fire. During the fire drill which
was organised after the training, our members have had the
opportunity to put into practice what they had been taught.

Burak Ceylan, Süleyman Koca, Ramazan Dað, Özgür Altýn,
Metin Kývrak, Ýlhan Akyüz, Halil Kürpe, Zahide Bayýrlý, Baise
Altýndiþoðullarý, Sultan Toso, Nurdan Gündüz, Dilek Çetin,
Derya Gültekin, Þebnem Ýlbeyi Topçu, Ýsmihan Dursun.

Employees working below PPM: January- February- March
316 Model Group Numbered Headrest- Volvo Line operators;
Gülümser Þen, Recai Sýradur, Emine Alibey, Derya Tebrizcik
April- May-June BMW E90 FSC operators; Sevginar Öztürk,
Gülbahar Hacýoðlu, Cihan Çiftçi, Niyazi Ergün, Zeynep Asa,
Nedim Karagöz, Güldeniz Mutlu Orman.
During the ceremony, our retired workers Ali Rýza Or, Satýlmýþ
Saðlam, Þaban Bozdemir, Ahmet Özer, Ferdiye Ertürk, Nevriye
Saitoðlu, Sabriye Dikme, Ayþe Kavalcý, Nebibe Topçu, Bedriye
Çaðlar, Durdagül Yurtsever, Mustafa Aydemir, Embiye Þen,
Bedriye Korkmaz, Kerime Akýncý, Huriye Güler, Þehri Güler,
Nedret Çakýroðlu have also been given tablets and were
congratulated for their successful professional life in our
Company.
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Once again we thank them for their assistance and wish them
happiness for their future lives.
Additionally in the ceremony, three employees have been
rewarded for helping the company being more efficicent thanks
to their very effective ideas.

We Have Carried Out Fire and
Earthquake Trainings With All
Employees In Our Cover Plant

Ýsmail Ateþ is the winner of year 2008, Mithat Bodur second
and Ayka Aydýn third. Logistics department has also been
awarded since it was first by proposing the most effective ideas
per person.
We thank them all for their success and we hope we will keep
on receiving useful ideas from them in the future.
Fabric Plant
During the award ceremony in June, Fadime Yýlmaz has been
the winner with the most effective idea, and the second is
Mehmet Ete and two employees : Mustafa Paça and Ahmet
Belen are in third position.

Last November after had theorical education, we have carried
out Fire and Earthquake drills for each shift.
Shortly after the warning devices started, all the workers
reached quickly, eeficinetly and successfully the meeting
points.
Once the drill was finished, our employees went back to work.

Kadriye Nalbantoðlu, Þennur Kaya, Ramazan Þenol, Orhan
Sevinç, Þenol Torun, Murat Esin.

Human Resources have been the winner for 2008 with the most
effective number of idea per person
We thank them all for their succes and we hope we will keep on
recieving useful ideas from them in the future.

We All Are Sad for;
Kamile Yiðit who used to work in Final
Control Line. She died on 24/11/08. We
as Aunde Teknik are really sorry for
having lost a member of our team.

Gülbiye Yýlmaz-Father, Murat Vural-Father, Sevda Þen- Father,
Nevriye Mutlu-Father, Ali Turan-Mother, Þükriye Türkan
Paçar-Father and Uncle, Bahriye Yýlmaz-Grandmother, Bekir
Ateþ-Uncle, Mürfet Durmaz-Grandfather, Saniye Özgür-Uncle,
Gülsüm Karaca-Mother, Þenay Týðlý-Mother, Rafet KandemirUncle, Renginar Ýmamoðlu-Uncle, Fatmagül Yýlmaz-Uncle,
Kevser Alp-Cousin, Melike Polat-Grandfather, Songül ÇiftçiGrandfather, Nesrin Yýldýrým- Uncle, Azize Polat-Grandfather,
Sevda Þen-Father, Naciye Musaoðlu-Uncle, Ýsmail AltýnokCousin, Muazzez sarý-Uncle, Zübeyde Taþtan-Grandmother,
Leyla Civan-Mother, Mercan Belindir-Mother, Filiz FýndýklýGrandmother, Vehbiye Tungýr-Grandfather, Betül DumanUncle, Murat Çülük-Father, Cafer Ýþsever-Uncle, Yalçýn
Yýlmaz-Father, Ayka Aydýn-Aunt.
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Award From BTSO

Our company has been presented as 16th company which
performed most higly exportation volume in 2008, among BTSO
companies. Therefore, on behalf of our company that deserved
silver plaque on 24 Jan 2009, General Director Mr. Hakan
BURUCU, has taken this award from Mr. Hayrettin ÇAKMAK
who is a member of the Grand National Assembly of BURSA.

These meetings are made at the beginning of each shift and
shift leaders are join in case of necessity.
Some of the analyse subjects of previous days are quality
problems, production performances, absenteeism etc. Open
actions from previous days, production programs are also
disscussed during meeting.

Meeting About TOP 5
Operators have been trained by shift leaders to make stronger
of team work and to improve communications and
releationships in production lines, by making TOP 5 meetings at
the beginning of shift.
AVETOS (Smart Data Collecting System) is used during TOP 5
meetings. Contents of TOP 5 meetings are analysing of previous
work days and defining actions to be made during current work
day.

Ali Çoðurcu
- ( GIRL )
Fikriye Aydýn
- ( BOY )
Dilek Aydýn
- ( GIRL )
Azize Aksu
- ( GIRL )
Samiye Tarým
- ( GIRL )
Sevginar Erdem - ( GIRL )
Recep Koyun
- ( BOY )
Levet Gürþen
- ( GIRL )
Sadiye Erkaya
- ( GIRL )
Fatma Þenyavuz - ( GIRL )
Aylin Ersöz
- ( BOY )
Mürfe Özgür
- ( BOY )

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Esra Sarýoðlu, Esin Vural, Serdar Aydýn, Ersin Demir, Taner
Seçilmiþ, Burcu Sarý, Hülya Bilgen
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Trainings

A training subject with 'Reasons and Results of Fire' was given
for our white and blue collar employees on December 2008.
After the training which was supported by 'visual presentation',
proceeded by 'question-answer' the employees practice how to
use Firefighting Equipments.

Celebration of Birthday

We celebrated birthday of Filiz BULUT, our Purchasing
Responsible, on 31 December 2008, Adem ÖREN working as
Production Responsible and Semati ÇELÝK, our Quality
Assurance Responsible on 26 January 2009.

Our employees who we reward after evaluation of criterions
such as diligence, sensetive of values of company, participating
to the 'suggestion system', are follows ;
Metin ERDEM

(Foreman of Foam Producing Part)

- July

Cemile BAÞARAN

(Mess Hall)

- August

Hüseyin HANÇER

(Vice Foreman of Foam Producing Part)

- September
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We Have Carried Out' The Fire Practice'
In Our Bursa and Karacabey Factory

We have carried out planned fire practice in our Bursa and
Karacabey plant on 16 October 2008.

Visit of directors from Renault

Kaizen Presentation

A Kaizen Presentation dealing with improvement practices has
been done owing to the works of our friends from different
departments on 22 October 2008. We thank all of them for their
efforts and actions and we wish them to continue.

A group of directors from Renault has visited our plant on 16
October 2008. Our general manager Mr. Bekir Girgin, our
department managers and engineers have taken the group on
a tour of the plant . After the tour which Mr. Hürkan DONAT also
joined in, a memory photo was taken.

Karacabey Rustproof Pipe Line

We Have Been Given A Social
Responsible Plaque
In order to support the sport
which our children are
volunteer and successfull, we
have sponsored a girl in primary
education who is playing tennis.
As a result we have received a
social responsible plaque .
The gift and plaque were given to
our Human Resources Manager
Mr. Þükrü Tekbudak who was
respresenting the Company.

Our Rustproof pipe production line which we started to work on
during the last quarter of 2007 has reached Karacabey branch
on November 2008 by 8 trucks. After the necessary prepreparation was completed on January 2009, it was divided in
several parts with the authorized people of Otomills Company
for the transportation and on 21 January 2009 the production of
first rustproof pipe line was carried out.
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We Have Started
Trainings

5s and Poke Yoke

Global economic crisis is dragging us into very difficult times. It
is all our responsibility to have new ideas and then carry them
out in order to reduce at best the expenses of our company. One
of them we have already started working on is keeping on
training in our structure. In the pictures you can see our
continuous improvement specialist Mr. Selim ÞAHÝN
providing training on 5S and Poka Yoke.

Organization of a Farewell Dinner for Mr.
Ertuðrul TURGAY and Mr. Ersan AYIRGA
We have organized a farewell dinner for Mr. Ertuðrul Turgay
and Mr. Ersan Ayýrga who left our company on 16 October 2008
to continue their carreer in other companies of the group.

During the dinner gifts and plaques were given to thank them

Visit of the Honda Factory

On 17 November 2008 our Production group has visited the Honda
Factory.

We Have Carried Out Our Annual
Ceremony

We came to the end of a year again.. 2008 was a year which
started with beautiful thoughts and without problems and
unfortunately ended in difficulty because of the economic crisis.
We hope 2009 will be better. Nevertheless, we have tried to
finish 2008 in a positive way with an exciting party . It began
with a speech of Matay general manager Mr. Bekir Girgin and a
speech of our Chairman Mr. Murat Orhan. Then it continued
with the declaration of Mr. Selim Þahin related to employees
who give suggestions. The most successfull suggestion owners
were awarded. Gifts and plaquets were also given to the retired
employees and to the ones who have completed their 10th 15th and 20th years in the company in 2008. At last various
presents were offered with the lottery of New Year. Our party
ended by sharing food and drinks. We wish you a happy, healty,
profitable and nice year.
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The Second Pinball Tournament Was
Organized

Matay Employees Were In Uludað

From 05 to 13 November
2008, we have organized
a pinball tournament.
During the exciting and
amusing day of the final,
Mehmet Ýslam Temizel
and Önder Çoban became
the winners with their
effective performance by
challenging other
competitors.

Deary Bahise Retired
Our dearest Bahise, who has
been our eldersister, has
retired. During the farewell
ceremony on 22 October
2008,our Financial Manager
Mr.Minür Ertürk gave her a
gratitude plaque. We all
wanted to be photographed
with our dearest Bahise. But
we can not unfortunately put
all of the phtos in this page.
Again, we wish her to enjoy her
retirement.

Organisation of a Second Table Tennis
Tournament

Our employees themselves have organized a tour to Uludað in
order to have morale and motivation in the period of crisis. They
had unbelievable day in Uludað by haveing barbecue and
enjoying in white paradise Uludað.

Ali PAÞAY - Özge (GENEK) PAÞAY
Fatih ÖGE - Pelin (ÝZCÝ) ÖGE
Mustafa ARAS - Derya (DENÝZ) ARAS
Serdar KUTLU - Zeynep (KOVANCI) KUTLU
Ali ALIMLI - Dilber (TAÞ) ALIMLI
Niyazi IRMAK - Sultan (IRMAK) IRMAK
Yücel KAYA - Dilek (SÖNMEZ) KAYA
Recep COÞKUN - Hayriye (ÖZEN) COÞKUN
Kemalettin GEBEÞ - Rukiye (GÜL) GEBEÞ
Faruk UYSAL - Gamze (YILMAZ) UYSAL
We celebrate them and wish them to be happy for life.

Halis TURAN - GIRL
Hüseyin Yalçýn YILMAZ - GIRL
Tuncer AYAN - BOY
Recep SUBAÞI - GIRL

From 22 to 30 October 2008, we have organized a table tennis
tournament. We have congratulated for their success M. Sarp
Heptürk who won the tournament and M. Ergün Argýn who was
second.

Uður
YAPAR - FATHER
Niyazi IRMAK - FATHER
Serkan AYDENÝZ - FATHER

Sarp HEPTÜRK - GIRL
Aþkýn KÖRKAYA - BOY
Fethi URUÞ - BOY
Ramazan AYVALI - GIRL
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Murat Orhan and Hakan Doyran in Nobel
Automotive Mexico, San Luis Potosi

Fighting cancer is a team effort. The impact we can make
together is much greater than what any of us could do alone. By
supporting our team, you will be a part of a life-changing event
that celebrates the lives of those who have battled cancer,
remembers loved ones lost, and empowers all of us to fight
back against a disease that takes too much. If you want to
support Nobel Automotive Tennessee LLC Relay for Life please
visit the following internet page:
http://main.acsevents.org/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLFY09M
S?team_id=356804&pg=team&fr_id=15433

M. Orhan in the French Location of Vitry
le François
Last januray 26th and 27th, we had the visit of M. Murat Orhan
and M. Hakan Doyran in Nobel Automotive Mexico facility. M.
Francisco Chavez, the plant manager, and all the staff held a
meeting with them to talk about :
- the results of the previous year
- the action plans of the organization for the coming year
- a general overview presentation relating to the Local Market
- the importance of the optimization of the resources and the
continuous improvement.
During the visit to the operations area, M. Francisco Chavez
explained them the advances and improvements in the
production lines of AFT (Airbag Fill Tube), Rubber, Extrusion,
Harness and the New projects of Power Steering. As part of
their visit, a reunion was organized with M. Orhan, M. Doyran
and all the managers of Nobel Automotive Mexico had the
opportunity to share great moments with them.

Wednesday, November 19, 2008, a Silent Auction as our Relay
For Life fund-raiser for November has been organized in Paris
TN Nobel Automotive plant. Everybody has participated by
bringing items to auction off and by biding on the donated
auction items.

On November the 20th M. Orhan and Z. Kabatepe came to the
French location in Vitry le François. They have had meetings
with the management team and the delegates and M. Orhan
has also spent time on production line.

Ford Q1 Award to Nobel
Automotive Mexico
Last January 16th, representatives from Ford Motor Company
visited our Nobel Automotive San Luis Potosi facility. The main
aim of this visit was the delivery of the Q1 award which is
granted only to suppliers who fulfil specific requirements such
as, among others :
- ISO/TS-16949 and ISO-14001 certifications
- on time deliveries
- low level of PPMs
This recognition consists in plaque and flag which will allow
Nobel Automotive to participate to the new projects for the
future vehicles that Ford Motor company launch on the market.
Ford Motor Company was represented by M. Martin Garcia,
Ford STA Manager and M. Dagoberto Parra, Ford STA Engineer.
Nobel Automotive was represented by M. Travis Thrasher, as
General Manager for San Luis Potosi plant, M. Francisco
Chavez, plant manager of the plant and M. Erick Tello, quality
manager. M. Francisco Chavez has received the Flag and the
Plaques from M. Dagoberto Parra. Conscious of the
commitment linked to this award, M. Francisco Chavez has
made a speech exhorting with enthusiasm all the staff to
continue to work with Quality and make it possible for Nobel
Automotive Mexico to remain a business in the vanguard.
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Vitry Nobel Automotive New Year's Ball

Nobel Automotive Mexico Has Received
The Recommendation Form
As a result of the ISO TS 16949
surveillance audit performance which
took place on January the 29th and 30th
2009, Nobel Automotive Mexico has
received the recommendation form SGS
to maintain the certification according to
ISO TS 16949: 2002 standard.

The traditional presentation of the worker's medals as an
acknowledgement for senority took place at the village hall of
Vitry Marolles on Saturday 24th of January.
Like every year, the management and the worker's council
organise together this major event in our company's life. In all,
49 employees were honoured for their long careers in general
and their length of service with Nobel Plastiques in particular.
Different medals were presented to the employees, starting
with the Bronze Medal for 10 years service with the company, up
to the Gold Medal for 35 years of seniority.
After the ceremony and the traditional glass of Champagne (the
local product), the festive evening went on with a celebration
dinner and dancing until the early hours of the morning.
Work medal :
Silver (20 ans) :
Philippe Aloche, Yves Bregier, Didier Chenu, Eric Copitet, JeanMichel Couyras, Fabrice Delandhuy, Florent Deludet, David
Descatoire, Jean-Marc Isabelle, Marie-Pierre Jamet, Lionel,
Laprune, Martine Loisy, Patrick Monier, Dominique Niclet,
Odile Pierret, Christine Pujol, Richard Sandre, Catherine
Sauffrignon, Didier Surugue, Murielle Vernier, et Emmanuel
Vincenot.

AFAQ AUDIT in Vitry
On February 17th, the AFAQ
(French Association for Quality)
Audit has taken place in Vitry.
Detailed and numerous
recommendations had been
sent to all the employees of the
plant by the quality manager,
Olivier Hemart.
Thanks to the attention and professionalism of everybody the
result is Zero major non conformity and Zero minor non
conformity. The auditors have stressed and appreciated the
cleanness of the plant, the deployment of the QRQC and of the
quality basics in the T7 area. A very good result due to the
involvement and great job of all the staff concerned !

Mr. Ýbrahim Orhan's visit to Nobel
Automotive Slovakia plant

Vermeil (30 ans) : Bruno Amand, Michele Barbier, Guy Busmey,
Zacharie Chef, Edouard Ciani, Patrice Laumond et Emmanuel
Maugran.
Gold (35 ans) : Georges Lasselin, Jacques Machal, Elisabeth
Muller, et Evelyne Taboin.
Professional merit medals :
Gold (25 ans) : Michele Fouchet, Pascale Lugnier, Sylviane
Laumond et Corine Arnould.
Silver (15 ans) : Jean-Paul Denis, Yoann Jeanmaire, Fabrice
Michelet, Sylvain Moginot, Pascal Millet, Jerume Besnoist,
Viviane Benoöt et Fatima Gana.
Bronze (10 ans) : Sophie Jouannet, David Kidd, Patrick Lepage,
Arnaud Canoine et Stephan Hauray.

Our Honorary Chairman Mr. Ýbrahim Orhan has visited Nobel
Automotive Slovakian plant between 20th and -22nd of January
2009. During his visit, the plant manager Mr. Jozef Gabos and
Our deputy plant Manager Mr. H. Bahadýr Ersoz have
accompanied and presented him in details the processes and
technologies, the group of products and the customers of the
plant. Mr. Ýbrahim Orhan especially looked at points that could
be improved and shared his ideas and suggestions.
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Nobel Automotive Vitry Takes to The
Racing Track
A Go Kart racing tournament was organised in Reims, not far
from the Vitry plant on 22nd of November. 11 teams totalling 33
would-be champions had great fun and fought hard for victory.
It was a close contest and here are the three teams that made it
on the winner's podium:
1) Fabrice Ronflet,
Richard Sandre and
Remi Sicret (*)
2) Alexandre Wehrung,
Arnaud Dehaut and David
Descatoire
3) Reynald Marechal,
Ludovic Franche and
Frederic Bertolotti
(*) From left to right

Bowling Evening for Poissy People

Nobel Automotive HR News
Travis THRASHER
Travis Thrasher has been promoted to
General Manager for the Paris and San
Luis Potosi facilities. In this role, Travis
will concentrate on product transfers and
productivity improvements for both
facilities. He will continue to lead the Paris
TN facility staff. In San Luis Potosi,
Francisco Chavez will continue as Plant
Manager. Travis will still live in Paris, but
will spend a significant amount of time in
San Luis Potosi.

Erick TELLO
On February 18th, Erick Tello has been
promoted quality Superintendent for
Nobel Automotive Mexican location in San
Luis Potosi.

Levent SEVGiLi
Since February 18th, Levent Sevgili has
been promoted Quality Manager for San
Luis Potosi location in Mexico. Levent has
already spent one month in the Mexican
location before taking these new
responsibilities.
On January 29th all the Poissy people went to a 'bowling
evening' during which some of them showed great talent, the
winner being part of the sales & engineering team. It was
followed by a dinner, a chance to have further exchanges than
the usual professionnal ones. A great idea and a pleasant time
for everybody !

Our Painful Loss : Virgil Busiu
It was during the last quarter of 2007 that
M. Virgil Busiu joined Nobel Automotive
Group. Thanks to his hard work and great
involvement. He has fully and efficiently
contributed to the successful opening of
our Romanian plant in Campulung on the
8th of August 2008.
On 25th of May 2009, we have with a great sadness learned
Virgil's passing away.For those of us who have had the good
luck to meet or to know him, he will remain in our memories as
a model of kindness, respect, generosity and humanity, a living
example of the beautiful side of Human nature.
Our thoughts and our support go to his two daughters,
Georgiana 5 years old and Luiza 15 years old and to his wife
Claudia.

Murat AKMAN
Since February 18th, Murat Akman has
been promoted Operations Manager for
San Luis Potosi location in Mexico. Murat
has already spent one month in the
Mexican location before taking these new
responsibilities.

Ersan AYIRGA
On February 18th, Nobel Automotive
Group has welcomed Ersan Ayirga as
Quality Manager for Turkish location in
Bursa. Ersan was before quality Manager
for Matay, another company of Orhan
Holding.

Gerardo ACEVEDO
On October 2008, the location of San Luis
Potosi has welcomed Gerardo Acevedo as
Account Manager for the Mexican Market.
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Award Ceremony
Our board president Mr. Murat ORHAN has joined our award
ceremony which took place on 05/12/2008 and during which
gifts were offered to the workers of the months for 2008 .
Özlem DÝNÇOK
Born in Bursa at 1985 , graudated from
Sakarya University Industry Engineering
.Started to work since 06/10/2008 as Quality
Engineer.

September 2008 - Taner Tarcan
October 2008 - Emrah Görücü
We congratulate our friends because of their excellent work.

2008 Workers of the months
January - Önder Akbaþ Ext Quality
February - Basri Çapraz FL Maintaince
April - Yetkin Yurdagül FL Production
May - Ufuk Durmuþ Ext Maintaince
June - Mehmet Güler FL Warehouse
August - Erkan Veli FL Production
September - Taner Tarcan Ext Production
October - Yasin Türe FL Production
November - Emrah Görücü Ext Final Control
December - Güler Güler FL Quality
We congratulate our friends because of their excellent work.

Celal Özcan has a boy at 28/09/2008.
Emrah Görücü has a boy at 17/09/2008.
Hakan Alkan has a boy at 02/09/2008, and Tufan Heleman has a
girl at 16/10/2008
We wish a happy life to the new born kids...

Erdal Akkanat (his mother) - 27/12/2008
May God have mercy on her.

October 2008 - Yasin Türe
December 2008 -Güler Güler
Temel KURAN has a boy at 12/01/2009 .
We wish a happy life to the new born kids...

We are thankfull because of their good work, and wish to be
continued.
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New Customer Wabco

We now are trying to manage
standard references on transfer
projects and to work in partnership
for the new projects Everyday will
then strengthen our relationship and
our will to grow with Wabco which is
the leader company in its sector.
Regards,
Yalçýn YILMAZ
Project & Engineering Chief

We have been working with Valeo, one of the most important
clutch manufacturers for years with approximetly 0 PPM.
Beside this quality level, we try to have co-designer serve
Valeo France as well as another important customer's R&D
departments in pre-design and pre-engineering phase, ZF
Sachs.
Based on these successful operations and good customers'
satisfaction, we intended broaden new horizons to us. We
have then started Kaizen and Six Sigma projects in the
production line to try to increase volumes without any
investment.
Our adventure started
beginning of 2008 with
Wabco. The first months
consisted in inspections
of technical drawings,
analysis and the need for
us to prove our good
knowledge.
Wabco auditors then visited our old factory for the first time in
June 2008. We have then been able to enter the supplier portals
once our machinery had been checked, our quality levels and
engineering abilty had been confirmed during the first audit.
But of course we needed to manage the moving of our company
to Ormetal's in Karacabey. After a successfull relocation
process, we have been audited again by Wabco and have then
been certified as one of their suppliers.
Wabco has been working for about 140 years in 31 different
countries, has 7.200 employees and shows an approxime
turnover of $ 2.6 billion for 2008. Their headoffice is in
Belgium. They produce many different parts , the main one
being brake systems. Springs have very sensitive parameters
and they are used to improve brake mechanisms . The first
shipment has been done in March 2009. Annual volumes
being 500.000 parts two references have also been sent in April
2009.

Ormetal Has Started to Serial
Production for Peugeot
After 3 years of efforts since the signature of tits first contract
with PSA and 1 year of project management , our company
Ormetal, has started the serial production on January 2009.
This production includes 3 parts : Stay Hood Holder,Front and
Rear Towing Hooks of the T3 Project . This PSA production is
important for Ormetal to reach its targets again since the end
of Toyota and Ford projects in recent period and because of the
decreasing Megane programs. We have been considering that
after achieving success in serial production for T3 project ,we
would be gaining more projects from PSA 's new consultations
.PSA has set up a strong Purchasing and Quality Office and has
a 2 Billion Euro/Year purchasing target in Turkey. We have
considered that every member company of Orhan Holding
Company in Turkey should get a part of this purchasing target
and we have done it.

Ormetal Has Become The Supplier Of
Dacia
The news which made us all happy during
the deep crise we have been experiencing
was the increasing by around 13% of
Dacia's production volume.Dacia will then
produce more than 1.300 Logan cars
In 2008 we had targeted to become a supplier of Dacia, what we
have more than achieved in providing Dacia with an engine part
and a complete oil level measuring system.
In addition wehave been working as aco-designer with Dacia on
this project. For this first try, the production volumes are not
very high since it is a new designed engine. But becoming
supplier of Dacia and having achieved successfully the project
stage and the serial production has really made us happy and
has increased a lot our expectations to get more businesses
from our customers.
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ISO 16949
In results of the last Certificate
Audits done by DEKRA,
Sýla
Teknik's and STG's , ISO 16949
certificates have been renewed
until 2011.

training has been given to the key staff of our company which
allowed the participants to receive a certification of conformity
to the laws. This special training was provided by Pensioner
Head Work Inspector Mahmut ÇANDIR, A Class Work Security
Specialist Necati ÝLHAN and B Class Work Security Specialist
Hülya VARLIK.
Ayse YILMAZ KAYA Quality System Specialist

Mehmet Emin YILDIZ
Kalite Müdürü / Quality Manager

Esra Albayrak

Work Health and Security Formation
and Consultancy Service

STG

Because Sila Teknik had participated to the Halkbank
Institutional Social Responsibility's (KSS) Work Health and
Security Conference realised in Bursa on the 20 November
2008, we have been one of the companies selected to receive
the training and consulting services of one day provided by the
Executive Commission of Halkbank KSS Project, the RÝSK MED
(Mühendislik Eðitim Danýþmanlýk Hizmetleri Sanayi ve Ticaret
A.Þ.) (RISK Engineering Formation Consultancy Services
Industry and Commerce S.A.).

(Accounting Staff)

STB

Mustafa SÖNMEZ
Fatih ÖZTÜRK
Ufuk BAYRAM
Levent ÖZDEMÝR

26.10.2008
21.10.2008
26.11.2008
26.11.2008

STG
Ayþe ÇIRAK
Öznur KAYA

Hakan Bayram

STB
21.10.2008
24.11.2008

Ayþe YILMAZ

STB
Canan ÞANÖZ - FATHER

STG

In result of this day of training and consulting , the deficiencies
of our company according to the laws have been pointed out and
illustrated with photos of the nonconformities in the working
environment .
This report, prepared by the RISK MED has been shared within
the company and included in our Workplace
Situation
Check Report. In addition to this day a three - hour

JULY 08
AUGUST 08
SEPTEMBER 08
OCTOBER 08
NOVEMBER 08
DECEMBER 08

: Naile ESEN
: Erdinç ÜÇDAL
: Þengül TEMÝZ
: Orhan ÞENBURSA
: Sevda ÝÇEN
: Gülþen GÜVEN

STB
JULY 08
AUGUST 08
SEPTEMBER 08
OCTOBER 08
NOVEMBER 08
DECEMBER 08

:Erdal ÖZTÜRK
: Lütfi KOÇYÝÐÝT
: Þerif ARAS
: Öztürk UÇAK
: Musa ASLAN
: Osman AYVALI
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Internal Trainings Carried Out in 2008
According to the decision we
have had in 2008 concerning
the extension our internal
trainings. We have then
created a trainer matrix and
which helped to determine
the professions. Once the
Education needs were
defined , the trainings have
been provided with the support of our internal specialists. We
have then carried out our internal trainings at different times
throughout the year as per defined in our training plan.
We would like to thank all trainers who had shared their
experience by preparing training notes and supported our
training process.
We are also planning to continue our internal training in 2009
with the support of the internal trainers. In this direction 2009
training plan will be shared with our employers.
What were our aims to improve effectiveness and
communication in 2008?
- Creating a new atmosphere in which knowledge and
experiences could be shared in order to provide development
inside the company via learning
- Providing the expansion of internal training as opposed to
external training.
- Providing the possibility to give as much internal training as
external training had been scheduled.
- Particularly lead the managers to expand their training
- Providing the sharing of the information by our employers
who have participated in trainings, conference, seminar and
work session, not only by report, but also by training or meeting
in the company.
Which trainings have been organized in 2008?
ANPQP
AS 400
Environmental and Occupational Safety Standards Training
Documentation Management
Excel
Management by targets
Norms of ISO Tolerances
First Aid
Kaizen
Kanban
Welding Training
Mac Pac
Measurement Control

Poka yoke
Problem Solving Techniques
Standardized Operation
Process Management
Clean and Regularity Control
Total Quality Management

Why Is It Necessary To Collect Of Waste
Batteries?
Batteries are the most dangerous chemical weapons that
everyone can easily have. A lead oxide battery can make 800,000
litters of water useless. It can destroy all life on a surface of 1 m3
/ sq. Batteries include heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium
and lead.
The effects of Mercury
Destruction of the central nervous system and cancer,
Destruction of brain, kidney and liver,
Chromosomal damage and disabled birth,
Paresthesia, ataksi, neurological disorders, such as dizartri and
deafness.
The effects of Cadmium
The half-life of cadmium in the body ranges between 10 - 25
years.
Cadmium could be perceived as calcium by the body and lack of
calcium causes the dissolving of the bones. Lung disease,
prostate cancer, anaemia, tissue destruction
Emphysema and chronic renal disorders and renal tubular which
cause greater destruction of glands.
The effects of Lead
In hard tissue such as bone and teeth, the half-life is around 20
years,
Children between 0 and 6 are affected at least 4 times more than
adults.
Lead causes hearing disorder,
anaemia, stomach pain,
inflammation of the kidneys and brain, infertility, cancer and
death.
What should we do?
1- Waste Batteries must be collected in a separate place (plastic
bag, box, jar, etc...)
2 - Waste batteries should not be kept
3 - You have to bring waste batteries in place where they are
collected or give them back where they were bought
4 - Don't forget that leaky batteries are very dangerous. They
should only be touched hand-in-glove glove and hands should
then be washed immediately
What we shouldn't do?
1 - Waste batteries must not be put in domestic garbage.
2 -Waste batteries should not be thrown to the sea, rivers and
lakes.
3 - Waste batteries should not be buried in the ground, they must
not be thrown in the nature.
4 - Waste batteries must not be burned in fire.
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Do Not Waste Our Bread

Benchmarking Visits in 2008

According to the datas of the Turkish Statistical Institute , there
are in Turkey more than 600 thousand people are hit by hunger
in Turkey We have to be careful in the way we eat bread or food.

In our effort to improve more and more the methods and
standarts in the management of today's business,
benchmarking is not the method which could be considered to
be carried out, it is the "chronic" one.

In Turkey every day, for 10 breads produced, one is thrown in the
garbage. Then, for about 120 million of breads produced per
day, 12 million go to waste which means a 2.6 million TL loss
and damage for the economy every day.
It was said that 70 percent of the bread wasted was in public
places , hospitals, boarding schools, student hostels, hotels
and restaurants.
According to a research dated 2008 done by the Office of the
General Directorate of Soil products , in Turkey 123 million
breads are produced every day, 333 grams of bread are
consumed per person and per day for a total of 121 kg per year
per person. Below part of the the consequences of the waste
we would like to point out and share with you;
-Each year, Turkey gets poorer by approximately 600 million
TL because of the bread wasted.
-Average per capita daily consumption being 333 grams, the
lost is equivalent to the daily consumption of the 3 million 740
thousand inhabitants of the city of Izmir.
-With the amount lost, 10 thousand houses could be built in
Istanbul.
-The total bread wasted during a year could meet the whole
demand of a smaller country .
-Wasting bread is like loosing a part of humanity. The world has
too many people suffering from hunger.
-Wasting has become something usual.
-Please keep in mind this is part of the responsibilities of each
of us and then of your individual responsibilities.

Benchmarking is one of the best applications and means of
research in order to learn. Benchmarking is a systematic
process for the providing of organizational development and
the evaluation of the organizations of products, services and
processes in their own areas .
Benchmarking is based on a method of comparison and is used
to determine who is the best, who has developed standards and
even more important, what are the standardss.
The principles based on benchmarking are :
Continuous improvement is essential. Progressive and positive
approach is necessary. Applications are developed. It aims at
having the best applications.
It is based on a common and mutual benefit for the both sides. In
this context, comparison works were started to be carried out
in previous years In 2008 the studies were carried out with a
number of different companies :
Farba
Borçelik
Beltan
Çimtaþ
Bursagaz
Visits are organised with these companies on different
subjects. Spreading comparison studies, having the best model
applications carried out in our company, having group activities
are some of our individual targets for 2009. One of the
principles that must not be forgotten is the need to start the
carry out by using the same method in the whole Holding and in
our internal departments as the one used in the foreign
companies.
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MTM
(Management Of Time Measurement)
We have to work on continues improvement at crisis periods
more than before. The main aim to prevent the waste of
configuration improvements to prevent waste in the easiest
way to improve the action of the photo is taken. In this case,
employees who observe all the action is important to study the
improvements as mtm, right in the line of balance, the
emergence of problems in quality, standard work-related
issues are a source of help. I also offer and inform you about
MTM (body system that supports the movement of units over
time). A measurement made previously by stopwatch and was
given additional support coefficient standard time. But in terms
of prediction time, personnel or different shift results to be
differences arising factors become reduced and a system of
persuasion has become. Examples of the thousands of
scientists from the MTM with the movements of their research
to be done by the time previously scheduled work time and
reliability have been easy to give the event. There are
differences between the two systems.
Stopwatch measurements:
Conversions determined for this cycle as often as appropriate
for the average of these values is taken.
-On the way
-Environment conditions the mental activities required to work
-Static difficulty dynamic difficulty
-repeat the cycle frequency
-Tempo appreciation
Mtm:
The system supports the movement of the body is at times,
when analysis are the following effects.
-A specialist analyst
-Standard rest time%.
-Do not appreciate to tempo
-process is not necessary to see the potential problems, so the
process is beginning again to prevent given.
Hand labour is a concentration of 96% of our border to cover all
the movements are 5 basic movements ,
1) To reach
- Always in a certain location to reach out to an object which
alone the other hand in the hand or the other.
-A workflow work flows always shifting and the other alone in
the lounge, an object
-the same or mixed with other objects in the square and back to
an object which must be selected
-little or should be kept in strict attention to an object or to
reachout.
-changing location of hand, to ensure balance, or prepare for a
move away from the hand to work.

2) To Hold:
G1a: can be held easily, standing alone in the holding of an
object
G1b: very small or flat holding an object's
G1c1 :> 12mmø blocked from the side and bottom
G1c2: 6-12mmø the following - an object above the cylinder
G1c3: <6mmø keeping.
G2: afterwards holding
G3: delivery
G4a:> 25x25x25mm keeping with the choice
G4b: 6x6x3 - 25x25x25 mm
G4c: <6x6x3mm
G5: keep contact with
3) To carry:
Ma: take an object the other hand or set
MB: an object to take place immediately or uncertain.
Mc: an object to a specific location to take definitive.
Kp: weight
W: Factors
F (sc): concentrated
4) To Placement:
P1: forcing the blank is not necessary <= ± 6.0
P2: light enforcement must <= ± 1.5
P3: strong enforcement is needed <= ± 0.4
5) To let:
rl1 tmu description of the finger
rl2 open of ignition
other movements used in the motion
To press
to separate
rotate
body-leg-foot movements: walking
bend / squat / crouch on knees / straighten
to sit
to stand up
elbow arm turn
To write / read / cross check
eye slide
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Advantages:
-before the start of production, provides a time approach,
-The precision and accuracy of mtm systems,
-easy access to the catalogue of company's time,
-focus on methods rather than a method when elements are
difficult to make,
-sensitivity requires for explaining of methods,
-the behaviour or the operator's specific performance
provisions will eliminate,
-Estimates of production and allows you to get more consistent
standards,
-restrict the use of stopwatch,
-the performance or production is converted to actual claims.
Disadvantages:
-The predicted and the actual difference between the risk (a
situation not envisaged to be encrypted): (however, differences
can be explained),
-in the analysis there is no space for unforeseen movements.
-Pre-determined time standards act

7) Work out which is to consider the suggestions of challenging
factors
(e.g. between two lines is okay on comparator etc.)
8) suggestions for write the text printed papers to reduce or
about going to the seal system
Employees reference number, date, or
similar articles will be blocked from
writing printed documents, put a check
mark or seal to be turned into action,
such as suggestions about.
Mustafa KOÇAK
Continuous Improvement Responsible
We also celebrate our friends who
associated for success.

Celebration in Oyak Renault Line

Contribution for proposal system:
Dear friends, in the whole process to be aware of issues more
important to hard times. Therefore, your suggestions to our
company will grow contributions, a snowball effect. In the same
ship that brought us the responsibility to increase the number
of the suggestions is expected to shed light on different topics
you think I'd like to share the issues.
1) Proposals for reduce the distance to reach
The parts in the same stretches in the region to stop standing
provider recommendations highlighted examples of the gun
and a mask of TORC fixing place.
2) The grip may be easily and for the process itself, an object to
make recommendations
Employees can track damage holding be out of position. For
example, for holding hot frame if he has gloves can be easily
kept.
3)Suggestions on reduction of distance for carry
there may be suggestions about approaching material boxes.
4) Suggestions for placement of loosen or tolerance-related
during placement of parts or patterns equipments working in a
place to stand or start from the broad to the narrow channels is
a factor to make it easier to place to place.
5) is cut off during the movement are themes that can be
provided with suggestions
To leave tracks in the direction of the fingers to be cut open a
given theme will save time
6) suggestions for the elimination of extra movement about
rework that has not given on mtm
suggestion for non-operation time of instruction are not given
so out of working instruction regarding the elimination of jobs.

With our Friends working in the production line of Megane (L84)
seat Assembly, we have succeeded in producing and sending
impeccable products to our customers during 277 days. This
very good result has been celebrated with a party on 24
October.
Our general manager Mr. Sami Erol has thanked our friends
working in this line for their efforts and discipline and has
expressed his wishes that they keep on having so good results.
We have also celebrated this event with our friends who had
joined us to share this success

Beril GÜN
Yasin AKKAN

June 2008
October 2008
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2nd Excellence Continuous
Improvement Conference

Human Resources Seminar Has Been
Given to Trainees

The 2nd Excellence Continuous Improvement Conference was
carried out with the participation of 900 people from Bursa
area on Thursday 23 October 2008 and with the cooperation of
the Chamber of Commerce & industry of Bursa and The Kalder
Branch of Bursa Chamber of Commerce & industry

Berrin Alým working as Education and communication manager
has participated to the updating trainings which were held
between 3-7 November by the Ministry of Education and the
General Directorate of Personnel.

During the conference the principles of "continuous
improvement" which is one of the most important part of the
Total Quality Management has been discussed.
Successful applications relating to continuous improvement
and providing important contributions to Total Quality policy of
the company have been shared with the participants.
Speakers of the session have presented visual aids about
applications carried out in other companies to improve their
productivity and profitability
Mr. Özkan Kaderli our Continuous Improvement Specialist has
carried out a presentation on " Lean Organization ". We would
like to thank Mr. Özkan Kaderli for his extremely successful
presentation.

And gave a daily training on 6 November 2008 on Human
Resources management and Excellent model.
A total of 63 persons including
National Education
Administration from Marmara area, Aegean, Black Sea and
Anatolia (branch managers, inspectors and Teachers)
participated to the training.
Trainees have undertaken to have TKY sensibility expanded in
any kind of institutions depending of the National Education
Adminsitration.
It aims at updating and improving their knowledge thanks to
trainings carried out each year .
During the trainings, subjects based on Excellent Models were
also discussed. ( Leadership, Strategic Management, Human
Resource Management, Resource Management and Process
Management)
Our company will keep on working with many institutions and
be involved in such
kind of cooperation and social
responsibility. We thank our friends who have supported us.

Murat AZAR
Þenol BAYRAK
Halil ÇALIÞKAN
Alaattin YALDIZ
Mustafa YAVUZ
Rafet GÜMÜÞ

Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female

October 2008
October 2008
October 2008
October 2008
December 2008
December 2008

Yakup BAYRAM
Fikret TOSUN
Dr. Ýlçin KEÇECÝ

Father September 2008
Father November 2008
Father January 2009
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Uray Sigorta is The First in Marmara
Area
The staffs of Uray Sigorta A.Þ. are happy and proud of having a
new award. In 2008 among 145 agency Uray Sigorta became the
first in Marmara area with its high bonus production.
Our company which was established in 1997, continue to grow
up day by day with its customer wallet in its sutructure.
Mr. Alper Pekmezcioðlu who is the general manager of Uray
Sigorta a.þ.has the pleasure of sharing this award with his
staffs.

Land Rover Dynamism Days

The prefered place of Beyazýt Öztürk is
Teknik Oto
As for the previous time , the famous showman Beyazýt Öztürk
has chosen our company Teknik Oto to get his new car.
Ýn consequence of our warm and sincere relation, the wellknown and successfull showman, who had already bought his
LandRover c from us in 2005 has decided to buy his new car
BMW X 6 35 x Drive at Teknik Oto again last January.
When he came to get his car, Beyaz declared that he has now
found with our company a much better and pleasant way to buy
his cars.

As we are Eskiþehir Teknik Oto, on July 2008 Land Rover
dynamism days were organized. The activity, which amorous of
Land Rover gather, took place in Neo shopping Center in
parking area of Eskiþehir.
This activity attracted to ones who would like to see all models
of Land Rover and get information about them. Especially the
activity intended for Offroad was carried out with the participant
of Eskiþehir publics and the activity was pretty effective.
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San Luis Potosi State

has at least one garden in each of its seven original districts, it is
nicknamed the "City of Gardens". The city was founded as a
Franciscan misson in 1592 and was declared capitale of Mexico
in 1863 while it was the seat of the de facto national government
of President Benito Juarez in 1863 during the French
occupation.
An important fact in the history is the Plan of San Luis Potosi :
Revolutionary leader Francisco Indalecio Madero (1873-1913)
was arrested in July 1910 and sent to San Luis Potosi. He
successfully escaped. He then issued the Plan of San Luis on
October 5th, which encouraged Mexicans to take up arms
against the government and marked the beginning of the
Mexican Revolution (1910-1920). Near the end of the revolution
in 1917, the Cristero War, where Catholic loyalists revolted
against the secular nature of the new government, made it
more difficultcult for revolutionary violence to be subdued.

Architectural and Journey
San Luis Potosi is one of the 31 states of Mexico and is located
in the North-central part of the country. It has a surface of
62,849 km2 with a population of approximatively 2,5 million.
San Luis Potosi is the capital of the San Luis Potosi state. There
are other important cities such as Ciudad Valles, Matehuala
and Rioverde.

General Information
San Luis Potosi is the capital of the state and is located in its
middle-west part. The city has a surface of 1,443 km2/ squre km
and its population is approximately of 1 million inhabitants.

The city still has the traces of Franciscan and Spanish presence
in the past, Franciscan signs being the great number of
Churches and Spanish ones the Architectural style. "Plaza de
Armas" cathedral is known as the Center goverment board and
it is one of the place preferred by the families in order to have a
talk and spend time. "Templo de Nuestra Senora del Carmen"
is one of the biggest churches of the city. Maze Museum of
Science and Arts, one of the biggest and beautiful museum and
whose building cost 200 million peso. The university of of San
Luis Potosi is calles "Universidad Autonoma de San Luis
Potosi". In the center of the city there are a lot of shopping
centers, parks, especially in the old part of the city where many
roads are closed to the traffic.

Trade and Economy
San Luis Potosi is also one of the important centers of Trade
and industry. Especially its industry which is always developing.
Recently the city has attracted American and Europen investors
and many companies invest in San Luis Potosi.
It is the 9th biggest city of the country and it has been elected
the best 3rd city to live in Mexico according to investors'
studies.

Food
History
The name of San Luis Potosi was given in honor of San Luis,
French King and Potosi was used to compare the wealth of the
mines of the Hill of San Pedro with those of Potosi in Bolivia.
Other version of the origin of the name is that was given as
homage to the Viceroy Luis of Velasco. Because San Luis Potosi

Mexican food offers a large
variety of courses of meat
cooked with spices and bins.
Fruits are also important in
Mexican food. The local drink
is called "Mexica Flag"
taking its name from the color
of the Mexican Flag.

